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ABSTRACT 
GEX>DESICS AND CURVATURES OF A DIFFERENTIABLE MANIFOLD 
Yuk-Keung Cheung 
The role of geodesics in the stUdy of manifolds was naturally 
introduced by practical uses. With the help of Calculus of Variations 
(Section 1, Chapter J), one faces immediately the solution of a certain 
set of second order differential equations connected with curvatures 
which determine in part the shape of the manifold. 
Yet the finding of geodesics is not a simple job; for manifolds 
. 
wit,h highly restricted properties such as sL~ple connectivity, empty 
boundaries and completeness are to be first hypothesized. Without these 
conditions, tl1e continuation of geodesics is conjectural; and the short-
est path bet,-1een some of its two points will not be the path determined 
by the differential equations of geodesics. , 
Techniques of homology and homotopy theories are used mainly 
through the Index Theorem of Morse. C1"1-Complexes are introduced for 
r .. ,. 
classifying the homotopy type of the so called loop-space 12.(,..,,; r, g ) 
(Section 2, Chapter J). For manifolds with the sectional curvature 
1:J<(A,'B)A, '3>~o, the result is that the loop space has the homotopy type 
of a zero dimensional C\-1-Complex with one vertex for each geodesis 
(Section 4, Chapter ;). Since a connected 0-dimensional C\~-Complex must 
consist of a single point, it follows that the geodesics joining any 
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·two of its points is unique and minimal. Passing this result to the 
two dimensional surfaces, we have for surfaces with negative Gaussian 
curvature, the geodesic is also unique. An e~ple of which is the 
paraboloid or one sheet • 
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This thesis has as 1t·s purpose the study of the relations be-
. ,,, . 
tween curvatures and geodesics or a Riemannian manif''old. Many inter-
esting results or the geodesic properties, such as the possibility that 
any two points of the manifold can be joined by a unique goedesic, etc., 
are products of both classical and modern algebraic methods. 
In essence, a differential man11'old is a collection of certain 
objects that are homeomorphic to a certain euclidean space "i1, patched 
together smoothly; thus differentiation can be imparted to the manifold. 
Under some more conditions, it can be made into a Riemannian manifold, 
where an inner product is given on the tangent space of the manifold. 
Thus the manifold becomes a metric space, and the length or a curve is 
• 
, 
defined. The question then arises whether there exist a shortest path 
,·"". 
bethween two points of the manifold, and if so what is the characteris-
tic feather of the path? The existence of the path is ensured by the 
solvability of a system of second order differential equationso The 
latter question is partly answered for manifolds with nonpositive sec-
tional curvature. Bl.it even 1n this case, certain assumptions such as 
completeness and the simply-connectedness of the manifc>ld are required. 
Silllply-connectedness (Na:rantees that the loop spacell,(gt!J;~g} is connecteQ, 
the non-positivity of the sectional curvature ensures that the index is 
. 
zero. 'Illus the loop space has the homotopy type of a zero dimensional 
CW-complex with one vertex tor each geodesic. Since a connected o-
; 
·i 
.._.. '· .... 
- -··' II>~·~-
• J_ 
l 
• 
'~, ...... ... ·~--. ...... - -........ . ... __ ... 
dimensional CW-complex must consist of a single point, it follows that 
the geodesic between any two of its points is unique. This is a re-
sult ot the applications of the Calculus or Variations combined with 
. . .. the Homology and homotopy theories; a bi-product is that a complete and 
.t.t~:~, -··- .......... -~.·-• ..-.:--- .. ---··---•--•"-"••·• ..... •- •-- ... n;,r,"' -•-.. • • _._. '' • •<A_'I'' ·1··-"1\.'1..1.•. ___ , • •••""ltr.'Ll11 ·-• • • ••,-nt. .. •• -,.u...-.-• • •· • · • I lff" • • 
... 
simply connected 2eadimensional. surface aith negative Gaussian curvature 
1n a )-dimensional aiclidean space has a unique geodesic joining any 
two ot its points. An example or which -is the paraboloid of one sheet. 
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l. Paracompactness 
DEFINITION 1. Let M be a Hausdorff' topological space ·with a 
countable basis and with the property ~hat at each point p * M, there 
is a pair {Ej, z/j· J where Ej is an open subset ot an n-dimensional &1-
clidean space and lh : E j •f' U j, p U j , is a homeomorphism ot E j onto an 
~ ~( ~ open subs et U j of M such that lJ'; 11',; : l(.; tlc.· 11 "l)-t tJ;, '( 11.:.ib-, j ,, 1, the set 
or positive integers, is differentiable, and is called a coordinate 
neighborhood of Mat p. I! each such map has a continuous derivative 
of order k, the system {M, 1/;} is said to be a differentiable mani-
fold or dimension n ana·class k. 
• 
, 
The hypothesis that M 1s Hausdorff with a countable basis en-
sures that an inner product can be introduced into the tangent spaces 
of M. 
DEFINITION 2. A space is called locally compact if tor each 
p tM there is some open set U containing p whose closure Uis compact. 
(It is clear that i' is locally compact). 
THEOREM 1. M is--Locally Compact. 
• 
PROOF: For any p ~ M, there is an open set U j containing p and 
• 
a homeomorphism '}'j: Ej -; U j' where Ej is compact. Since '}' j is a .,. 
I 
... 
• 
. ' - - . ..: ·~· 
~ :· ..,.... : . ~ . -· . ·~ . ~-= -, .- --~' ~ ... - .. . - .,. ~ 
,: 
' . 
' ' 
' 
homeomorphism, U3 • fJ(Ej) and ~(fj) is c6mpact, Uj = ff'j) =1rJ(ij) 
-which implies that Uj is compact. Hence Mis locally compact • 
• 
DEFmITION ). Let M, be a topological space. A covering ot 
Q 
Mis called locally finite if every point has a neighborhood which in-
tersects only a finite member of the covering. Let" ''be two cover-
ings of M then &, 1 is called a refinement oft, if for every c• f: & 1 
• 
there is a C • & such that C1§C. Write ,C, "4 ,&' 1£ -&' refines '. 
DEFINMON 4. A topological space M is called paracompact it 
given any open covering '1 of M there 1s· a locally finite covering t ' 
of such that '6~ I/,'. 
THEOREM 2. Any Locally Compact Hausdorff Space M with a Count-
- . 
able Basis is Paracompac~~ 
' 
PROOF, Let V' ~ f ~ /j,L] be a countable basis for M. Since M 
is locally compact we may assume that the sets v1 , v2 , ••• are compact. 
For it p ~M, then there is an open set W containing p such that W is 
J ' 
compact. Since { ~- / J., I.. J is a basis of M there is a V j such that 
Q ~ ~ 
p • V j i Wo thus V j SW. But W is compact and since closed subsets of a 
-compact space is compact, Vj is compact. 
Let us define another collection 11! inductively as follows: De-
tine W. • V,. Assuming that the open sets W4'·-, is defined so that its 
closure 18 compact, let k be the least integer such that 
\· 
Then detine 
,•· ~ 
. ...... ~ 
·, . 
·-· l".Jl! 
.:.. 
1 
.. 
.., 
.. 
andjWJ=jW1=M. 
Let 1j_:: .f o" 1 be a covering ot M. Than the compact aet1 
.. .... ... 
~·1'-' 1•.a·Sc,t.., .for j ~2 and ~-., .. ' is covered by a finite number ot 
basis elements of Ji., ~, ...• Vo1,, • Let ~ a ~; ,. (~·,..a.. ~ -1) , and 
~- a uf iJ,, .. )J,}. Fo:r j=lo Wz can be covered by a finite number or 
basis elements or?.r: let ~e be the set of this finite number of basis 
<b 
elements. Define /J • V {d;. . 
. ., 
We want to prove that j is an open covering. Each lj is 
clearly open by construction. Since W21A;,~J11j+l-Wj)=M, /J is an open 
covering. Clearly 1ft is a refinement of 1L. If' p ~ M, there is a j 
such that p. wj" wj intersects only a finite number of sets or /3. 
Thus ~ is locally finite, and 1L has an open locally finite refinement, 
. . 
• 
THEOREM J. Let M be a Paracompact Space: 
1. If Mis Hausdorff then Mis regular,~TJ,l 
2. If Mis TJ then Mis T4• 
PROOF1 The proof of part 2 is given with the proof of part l 
being indicated parenthetically. 
Let M be a T3(T2) space, and suppose that A is a closed subset 
of M. Let B be another closed subset (ye M) such that An B=¢(y ~A.) 
' 
' 
Then to each X f A there is an open neighborhood ox such that ux" B=~ 
(y + ffx) • The collection 'fl. = f Ux/x ~ A J " (M-A) is an open covering 
of M. Since M is paracompacte 'Zt has a locally finite refinement V 
which covers M. Let V f 1'; then tor each V, A, either V " A = ¢ or 
tor some x, A, Vi Ux• Let 'II' • f V/V ,lf. V "A = ~ J. Then tor each 
~ .. 
:, . ~· . 
. I 
\ 
V • 1/i, V for some x • A. Thus VII B = ~ (y + V). Moreover, since 11 is 
a covering of M, Ai Utf: Let U = U#' • Then U is an open set such 
.. 
l iU. Since 1'', ~ it is locally finite and hence lJ = (U1" ). 
Before we proceed our proof, we need a 
LEMMA.. Let M be a Topological Space and A a Locally Finite Collection 
of Subsets or M. Then.4' = [ A/Ac &} is Locally Finite and (<JC4)~ uet.'. 
PROOF: ·Let x ,M. Then there is. an open neighborhood U of x 
which meets only a finite number or Al(i. Ir however, U "A ~ ~ for 
infinitely many A then U" A :/= ~o Thus U can only meet a finite number 
""" , • ~ I • 
of A6~. Since Ai '16' for each A"~• A.f(&Jtl) and hence Ua fi(l}f!t.). 
' . 
.. Let x t ( ue,. >. Then each neighborhood of x meets at least one member 
or fl. Since & is locally finite, there 1s an open neighborhood of x 
sa7, U and a finite subset Ct11E & such that U '>A=~ for A, 8" and 
U ,a ( u&v) = ~. Let V be ·any nbld of x since U" V is a ngld of x, 
,;, 
• 
u It V .. ( uQ'1 -I: ~ which' implies VIIJl'fii/J, hence X' (u&i~ X. u O.:,(u&jiUS.1 
and (U~ , .. a u&'. 
Contmuing our main theorem, we have, since 'V' is locally finite, 
(U?r'> .. :: uf, 'ii I v " V'}. Thus V,, 13;: u f ii ,a 1i /1 (; 7r} :c f 1 ( J t U > • 
Let W = M - U, then Wis an open set such that B aW,(y 4'W). Since 
U 11W • - it follows that M is T4(T3). 
DEFINPI'ION 5. A space is normal if it is T1 and T4. 
COROLLARY. If M is Paracompact and Hausdorff it is Normal • 
.. , 
/-
. r 
-
- - -
- - ,.__.,.,.-....--..~ ~ ........ ---.. - ,-- "" 
( 
:: • •,i II;""""-
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.;, 
_, 
2. Partition ot Unit, 
.,· 
DEFINITION 1. Let i M, ~ J b!! a dU'terentiable manitold, and 
t I M --J- R. Let V j be a coordinate ngld of a point p • M, and f j be a 
homeomorphism, 7/'j {:} Ej-+Vj. t is said to be ditterentiable at p 1t 
f • ~-r iJf'( Vj) -j, ~ 
ia differentiable. 
It is clear that the ditferentiability ot t does not depend on 
the local coordinate SJStem. 
DEFINITION). Let M be a topological space. A collection ,j, 
or differentiable functions f I M ~R is called a partition of unity on 
M if: 
• • 
• 
II 
1. 0, t (x) 4 1, t' f and x oM. 
2. f (x) = 0 for any x • M and for all but a finite number of t ti . 
:,. Z (f(x)/f ,f ) = 1 for any x • M. 
Let /? be a partition of unity on M, f is called a locally 
finite partition of unity if for each x EM there is an open nbld U 
or x such that f(U) = (0) for all but a finite number of t, 'E. 
Let M be a topological space, and '£ a partition of unity on M. 
For each r, 42,define C(f) = f-,JO, 3/2L. Then C(f) is open for each 
t E 4? Define C( f) = { C(f')/.f 11: f J , c(f) is called the carrier off. 
Observe that if f is a locally finite partition of -unity on M, then 
C(f) 18 a locally finite covering or M. 
.,. 
,-----~ 
_:. ·----
I 
.. . 
fBBOREM 1 •. Let M be .. a Differentia"le Manifold, and 'Jl an Open 
Covering of Mo Then There is a 9o~nta.bl~ Parti-
tion of Unity cf?=f f ~_ } such t.ha.t:.,1!~<. e(~~), 
~ . 
PROOF1 M is pa:racompact and Hausdorff o thus li/l is normal.. Let 
'/ 1L be any open covering ot M. Then there is a locally finite open 
covering 1i ot M such that Z{,,r. 7i 'There is a bi-jection 
if: 11 ~ Z<f •. (f{u)q s. U 
tor each U • U , where )Tis also an open covering ot M. 
• 
Since 11 is normal, by Urysohn • s lemma there is a map r.,: M ~ R 
such that O ~ f(x), l for all x.sM, f(x) • ~ for X t (f( tJ }, and f(x) = 0 
for x~ M-0. Let if ::: f rd/"' 11}. For each x 6 M, there is an open nbld 
Vx and a finite subset~ ~ 7J, ~,a<J:fsuch that for U, 7). ~- Thus for 
any y , Vx and U c U°• ifx, f~ (y) = 0 and hence f 11 (x) = O, for each x , M and 
tor all but a finite n~ber of o,1/. For eac~ UElidefine 
' 
(1) g.,1 M -+ R 
(ix}• f.,(11.) / ~ ( f,,(at)/ U6U) . 
The sum ot the denominator is not O, since for some U t 7T and 
x t 'f ( U ), g" (x) is clearly a map and in fact differentiableo O i g0 (~), J 
tor all x, 11 and g 41 (x) = 0 for any x and for all but a finite number 
of U, 7f. Since M has a countable basis we may assume 1l to be countable 
and let 7}. j V.htlj. Then (1) becomes ' 
(l') gi. Cae J :: f .,,,C~) /( Z.f"'c~,111;. u) = l 
'l'hua 'P::£~l .. ,1a countable and ;l.(g~(~}. Iv;, 11)11 1 . 
. I • 
. • 
• 
..... 
) 
' . 
-9 
We next show that,tl4C C(i).Sblce cct,.> ~ V.; .it follows that 
""4 C( ff ) • But 11.'" lto therefore 1../. 4' C( i ) . f.' is also a locally finite 
partition or unity, tor ,,.(x) • O it t ~(x) • o. Thus ror 'V~ V_., ')IIJif•}, 
and the proof ia complete. 
lDDalDA1 For the sake of cleameee, write g"• • 1;, • Then 
.\: 
). Existence of Riemannian Metric 
THF,OREM 1. Every Di!f erentiable l'~nif old of Class k, k £ 2-& 
9an be Given a l~etric, Such that the Inner Product 
, 
is Differentiable. 
PROOF1 Let 1l be an open covering of M by coordinate ngld. 'nlen 
from the theorem on section 2, there is a partition of unityf =..[g1 /i,l} 
whose carrier is locally finite and 7.J.~c. ((f ).For each j, let O j be an 
element of 1). such that K;.,.J &, ! C s (J. Introduce any Riemannian metric 
into U j where oi, {J are tangent vectors at p, then 
1.8 a finite 8WD tor each f • M. • 
Clearly, ~-c, (J >t is differentiable and 10 1s a Riemann1an • 
•t.r1o on M. 
,, 
lll!.• . • 
\ ' f ... 
i' ' '.:. ' 
.. . 
CHAPTER 2 
RIEMANRIAN MANIFOLDS 
1 . 
' 
'.• .. 
l. Tan1ent Spaoee and Riemannian Metrio 
Let M be a differentiable manifold of dimension n, and p a 
point of Mo let t©t'{f )::[ f : M-c> Ro differentiable, and (af+bg) (p) • 
a.f(p)+bg(p), a,bfR}. It is clear that iJ"CfJ is a vector space over 
the reals. 
DEFINITION 1. A tangent vectorl at p is a linear function or 
i){~)-, ~ satisfying the following differentiable properties a 
'I 
1. U g1 , ••• , g• .fl"'lf ), and r is any function or the variable 
1,, ... , •... , or class r 1n each variable gj, then 
A.{f (7,, ... , 11c >} • J £ (f Jl(Jj) 
.1=• 
where 
2. l(at + bg) a a l(r) + bl (g). V r • g t.()'1J,J.and a,b • ll . 
• 
Let (~') be a system ot local_ coordinates at p. Then any t 
• 
can be expressed 1n the torm r ( x', ...• :t'') ' and 7; = ;t1• i) 1p.0er:1ne 
the mappings e j, j • l at p by 
e.,· (f Ji. : ( ~- ) L 
r 31,1 r 
-
It ie olear that •j is linear, and satisfies 1. Thus ej is a tangent 
Teator at P• Let A be arbitrary tangent vector at p, and introduce 
·., 
,j. 
.; .... 
• 
' l; called the components ot J, • bJ 1,; = 1, ci). Clearly .1," ~ R. Then 
• 
troa l, tor a function r "1J r(;) with local coordinates ( ;(/), we have 
l(fJzj (d; )L:: $ ;,i Ri(f):. ! .ii(e; > <f) . 
. _s, a~ r ,., ,~, 
rrom which it follows that 
Thus ej are linearly independent, and they ronn a basis referring to the 
local coordinate system. Then the space of tangent vectors at p of a 
/J 
manifold of dime~sion n is n-dimensional. Using symbols e j = J;tJ , 
we have), = J,J ~,~~.,· . Which shows that a tangent vector can be re-
garded as a d:lfferential operator. The tangent space or M at p will be 
denoted by ™p• 
Having introduced"this notation, one can define a Riemannian 
metric Ll,, ,II>; on a manifold, whereJ.,,11, are tangent vectors at p bJ 
1"I • • 
(.l,11 )L ::: ~ J~J J,f'J 
r 11,J:I 
where l :.l' %~•, /J= /J; % %i , are di.tterentiable functions of ( ~·), 
JJJ;i JI is non-singular, and f·J are called covariant tensors. The 
symbol f ~i such that 1•i /;k: J'Z 1s called the contrava.riant ten-
sor associated with f.:j • It .Al: ,;: f•J Ji, Ii;: f ·i }lj , then 
1..J,, >f = f•j l ~; = l ;P;:: f ~jl; /1j . 
Let Ca R .,... M defined by C(t) a (f' (t), ••• ,f" (t))be a dif-
ferentiable curve on M. Let P. ,P, correspond to the values t., t, ot 
.J 
; 
r i 
.... ,.. .. ~ -.;. .:~ 
\ 
. 
.. . ---- ~-~-- -
./ 
the parameter t respe<?tively, then the.J. arc length ot the curve C troa 
p• to p, is S = LJ-,· 41; J;i ]' l.t 
or, 
• 
2. Atfine Connections 
An affine cQMection at a point p • M is a function J- which 
assigns to each tangent vector and to each vector field~ a new tangent 
vector Xp 1- y such that Xpy • ™p, and 
1. Ip~ y 1s a bi-linear function ot I and Y, 
r 
2. (tx) t- y = f(X,. y), 
). X 1-(fy) = Xf(y)p + !(Xj-y), 
where f(y)p = f(p)yp r I M .. R, and xr is the directional 
derivative of r 1n the direction or X. 
• 
In terms cf the local coordinate system (Jt•) defined on a co-
ordinate nbld U • M or n dimension, the connection J. is determined by' 
,r/ smooth real functions T~j on U as follows1 
. I 
Let ;JI&'° ~;.s.4 on u. Then any tangent vector X on U can be ex-
pressed uniquely as X = J ;t,k J k , where the i" are real function, 
,t-, 
on U. In particular, since d; ,. dj , TM; we have 
11 k J;,,. Jj = ,ZJ /~j JA 
lbl 
:-1 
V 
::-- - '•• ~ ·-
• 
,• 
..... ~..... ·-----' ----~-- - -- .,, 
I, 
these functions r •i 
" -
U. In fact, if X = }J ~ 0 ~,,· 
6'Zi 
determine the connection completely on 
1 . 
and Y = j;: 1' 'Jj belong to ™p, then 
from the expression X ~ y and rules 1. ,2. ,J., we obtained the rormulaa 
where the symbols 1,~· are the real valued i\lnctiona1 
We will next use the affine connection J- to define the co-
Tariant derivative of a vector field along a curve in M. 
DEFINITION 1. A vector tield along the curve Con a manifold M 
is a function which assigns to each t t R a tangent vector lfc ~ TM,{~), 
\ 11, 
where as before C(t) = (f' (t), ••• ,f"',(t) ) M. It is required that for 
any t I M -tR, r differentiable, vtr = directional derivative of t in 
the direction of Vt is also differentiable • 
Suppose that Mis provided with an affine connection. 'nlen any 
vector field V along C detennines a new vector field DV/dt along C 
J 
called the covariant derivative of V. The function V -t DV/dt satisfies, · 
l. D(V+w)/dt = DV/dt + DW/dt, 
qi 
2. U f I M -+ R is differentiable, than· 
V( v :::r ('/. ) V + f 1"f& . 
). Let Y be a tangent field on M, V = 1 /! C( t)J be a vector 
t 
tield or Y restricted to ! C( t)/t • R J , then 
' 
,1,, 
i'I• 
(• 
' .. 
... ··- ~:'~· -
' . ,, ' ' 
-·----··.-··-·--· ... 
.· ,-·- ~.~·-~· .,,;_;.,.._~-'"""~~.,.., ...........,,~,._..,,._..,I.A;"_..:.. ____ ,....--.....i..r~~--~~_.....~ .. -.--..... ....,'__..,...o,.., ... ·~-·-····-- ... --.,~w-~ ......... --.----~-·- --·,--~-- ---r-- ·-·--,-.-, .. ~ ...... -.•.. , ' 
.14 
• 
It (u• (t), ••• , u,. (t)) • C(t), then V • fl 'Jj. From 1. 2. ). 
l\ time tolloV8 that 
DEFINITION 2. A vector field V along C is said to be a parallel 
vector field it ~~ is 1dent1call7 zero. That is, on C1 
(1) 
LEMMA l. Given a curve C on M and a tangent vector V • at the point 
C( 0) " M. There is one and only one parallel vector field along C which 
includes v. as a member of the field. 
where 
PROOF1 The ditferential equation (1) can be transformed toa 
4 J, 
C1- • - -~ a" r~· 
"' ... ;,; Tt ., 
k • 1,2, ••• ,n. 
are continuous 1\lnction or t 1n aome interval, aay O 4 · t, r. 
I i. 
.. '"' . - -~ . - . _______ ...,.,, ..... 
' 
.. 
. '"':" 
l ' 
• 
Suppose (1) a1ewaea a prescribed value ( 'V.', • ·•, JI." ) at t•O. 
· to proYe the existence and uniqueness or the parallel Teator tield, 
we let 
• 
v,· = fr . v/ + ~ Grill! Jt, 
·-·· .• J . . 
• 
• • V .. .,., ..... A .. v. T 
• • • . . ., 
. . ft 
v~ ::r 'ti; + 2,, CL: ti Jt. 
. ~ ,,,., 
.',_,:.· "!'":~ 
• • • 
Since C Jai are continuous functions, they are bounded in the stated 
interval. Thus there exist a positive constant C such that JC1tjl !I Cj. 
• • • 
We assume that l V! I ~ K , so that J v;.. ll; J '* Ktt . S ince 
. . t 
11: .. v,' a • Z t'4i ( 11:" .. 11t ) J.t 
• J 
, 
we have 
' 
• • • • • • 
. ' 
Iv.• ,,• I J<c"t .. ~n! tit ... v ._, 4' 
• 
Thus by the Weirstrass criterion, the sequence l v.!.fr:) , ,·-,. ...... } con-
verges ~iforzr.J.y in the interval O i t, r, and we have a continuous 
• 
function vtt) defined by 
• • 
Li.111 11:. ( t ) = 11" {t , 
,,, .. tit 
Since uniformly convergent series can be integrated termwise, one 
obtains 
. •w:r·~· _.,._ ..,,,, •. _ or.. ' ' 
, I 
, -r 
· .. t 
J 
01' 
···,.·. . .. 
• • 
V•• 11' ..,. 
·' 
• 
,,. -, l : "; t:,.t ,y 
which completes the proof. 
r.·. . -16 
¥ • • • • • ""~~-1 .. 
• • 
' "'{ •> : 11: . 
i 
DEFINITION ). A connection J., on M is said to be compatible 
with the Riemannian metric if parallel translation preserves inner pro-
ducts. In other words, for any curve C on Mand any pair, 
p I 
,P ot 
parallel vector fields along C the inner product should be constant. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that the connection is compatible with the Riemannian 
, 
metric. Let V, W, be any two vector fields along c. Then 
• 
PROOFs Along C choose parallel vector fields P1 , ••• P~ , , •• P,. , 
which are orthogonal at one point of C. By the definition of parallelism, 
and the hypothesis that the inner product is preserved, P, , ••• P~·, ••• P., 
are orthogonal at every point or c. Thus the given vector fields V, W 
can be expressed asz 
• • 
~: ·w" P,; 
• 
vher• ~ a ~ V, 1}, >• hence 
• 
I 
~-·· ~ -····-·· 
.._. ........ ,~ •L-
.- ----- -- -· ... --~--......-,-·-·~· 
f 
! 
I 
i 
l ' 
( 
i 
i ' . 
, I 
' 
! 
' 
' 
. . 'I 
I 
-1'1 
which gives 
completing the proot. 
). Curvature Tensor 
On an affinely connected Riemannian Manifold, the second co-
variant derivatives of a vector is, in general, not commutative. Thus, 
, 
11' Vj are the covariant components of a vector, we have, on ditferen-
• 
tiating covariantly with respect to~,, 
,,. . JV, ,I " Vi,, 1 a .. .. Va --.7. • 
ti JMj J 'J 
coTariant differentiation or this with respect to ;tk gives 
), l!,· L S j} ~; .. JV,.; ,~.4 • :;}11.. 7 ~ 1/ j} 4 
, " ,;~,J-;;c fJ~· ,R ; 1:i .11 • V4 3 ;'ic r.1 + 
v. r"j r.~ .,. V. ?!1, T/ir - ~ 1i 71i . jl 
Subtracting trom this, the corresponding equation obtained by inter-
changing j, k, we obtain 
_) 
•--· •----·--·-- -- -·· --
',_ 
!. 
' 
·~ . 
f .... 
) 
' 
.. 
- ........ --
-· - t _.,. 
-.---
-.. 
'·JIii"· .. , ~ 
I ;. 
., 
' .!_, '.'i 
(:,) 
' 
.-ne-· . • ••. -···~ .• "". ' . .. • 
.-
• 
is called the curvature tensor ot the Riemannian- metric. 
Introduce a function 
• 
first by' defining 
and then extend it tril1Dearl7. For 
ve have 
Next"\de.fine ..( ~i, J1a) a j ;1,, and then form the inner product 
t., 
~ 1?(:1~,i.-)1·, )k> s 1?.~1'- ;;4,JJ,}: f.1,'R1,~j : 1l1...1k 
THEOREM 1. The Curvature Tensor Field ot a Riemannian ?-'.anifold 
Satisfies 
- -:~.~. '•''.' "· . 
•, .... , 
,' ·, 
~.·:.t' 
d 
~ .... , ,< L 
2. 
,. ( R(>t, tJA, W) i(/l 6(, y) )'!.,~ ) : G 
4e ' <. 1l&, ~)~I Mf > :a ~ 1{ t.;., lf/ ) ~, y > 
-
s. < R(,1,y).a,l!J}+ ~ 'R(~.~JW,y>+<~(~,w)y, ~>aO · 
PROOF1 From the defining equation ()) ot, it follows that 
• (4) 
which gives l. and 2. respectively. 
have 
where 
" To prove ). , we note that from the definition ot 1? ,;jk, , we 
-?•~ ~" [ I /, ·J I, [ I I '-] ~ I 1 , + h, "J I.if.- h.1 Oil I ,·1• 
3¥ " 
, etc., 
Bwmbenng that ~t~ ~Ik,•iJ+t,:JkJ. anc1 bf c1ian,1n, 
'fJ~' 
·. .) 
!. 
.•: 
Ii 
-.. 
-.· 
~- ,v ·#:;· 
,. . . 
du~ac, index we haYe the other expression tor 'll•iJ4 
(6) 
..... -· .. - - .. - . ··- ·-·· -----··"' 
Froa (6) 1t is olear that· 
(?) 
(8) 
which gives ). and 4. respectively. 
To prove 5. multiplying (.5) by '•• 
to a, we get the required 1dentit71 
{ 
\ 
(9) 
. ' 
and suming with respect 
4. Goedes1cs and Completeness 
DEFIRITION 1. Let M be a connected Riemannian lnanitold, a path 
is called a geodesic, it ff 4i 
a geodesic 
I • ! O,IJ. 
11 identically zero. Thus, it r 11 
.. 
~:' 
.:.h. 
i.' ' ' r:: 
/ 
·,· 
r~-.... , .. 
. J 
or. 
ii constant. 
" 
In terms ot the local coordinate 11stem, the equation tor geo-
desic assumes the forms 
(10) It• I, • • ·, " I 
In general, on a Riemannian manifold, it is not true that any-
two can be joined by a unique geodesic, wt it .is true tor the points 
1n a small nbld. These require the following theorem. 
Equation (10) of geodesics can be put into the form1 
(11) 
where : = ( u', ... , ~" ) , and 1 stands for an n-tuple of C.,. tune-
( 
_., _. "1)J.• J: 
tions, all defined throughout some nbld U of II,, 1/, ) t" 1 V= Tt . 
Existence and Uniqueness Theor~m. There exist a nbld W of the 
J?Oint lgm:tY 1/:; ) , and an 8 ~ 0 9 so that for e~ch ~ f(QJ. ~ ) ~ \r/2 the dif-
ferential equation 11). Of the geodesics has a unique solution 
jJ; C«'(t} 11 ,,. «·(t} )!hich is defined for Jtf, .E, 1 and satisfiea1 
• 
... 'J" 
·.. .-, . 
. · ... ~ ... 
• '···~·~ .... ;.i.::.;.;'. ·, ;; . :' • • . . 
. . . . ,., 
'~£a--~. I • v, 
PROOF1 Tak8' _ 4'f .= ~ Then by the lemma 1 or section 2 
tor the° ParalleilisDl ·or the Vector 4ft with the initial point .d(•)a1 • 
and the initial value of the vector field J,,, ( r,') : !1:/ rJ. :a ~ , we see 7t ,. I) 
that "* is defined for 'tJ" • • Th~s by integration r< t) is de-
fined for ltJtaC i and 7(t) is certainly unique. 
DErmITION 2. The following notation will be convenient. Let 
Ve TMt and suppose that there exists a geodesic• 
1 • Lo, 1] 
---• M 
aatiat7ing , 
Then the point 7(1) e M will be denoted bJ 1-xfJ ( v) . The geodesic 
can be described by the tormulas 
7{t} ~ 1.tf 1 (t ,,, . 
DEFmITION :,. Let A, B be two points on a manitold M. Define 
d(A,B) • g.l.b. [ s/ s = length or all arc-vise connected paths joining 
A, B. J . Clearly d(A,B) is a metric on M. 
DEFINITION 4. A manifold Mis called geodesically complete 1t 
r,ery geodesic can be extended indefinitely 1n either direction, or 
. '• 
·l 
;r 
,, 
'· 
' 
l. . 
, '. 
e1ae it forms a closed curve. such that every Cauch7 
sequence of poin_ts with the metric d converges, is called complete. 
,THEOREM 1. On a ·Complete Manifold M, Without Boundaty;1 .The 
Following are F.guivalents 
a). Eveey Cauchy Sequence of Points ot M Converges. 
b). Eveey Geodesic Can be Extended in Either Direction or 
Else it Forms a Closed Curve. 
c). Every Bounded Set of Points of M has a Compact Closure. 
PROOFa c). implies a). 
Let .f 71"] be a Cauchy sequence on M. That is, tor any /:, 0, 
there exists a positive in:eger N(/) such that d(~,tz )~ J , provided 
p, Q4"' N( f ). A) Cauchy sequence is certainly boundedo Hence by Weistrass' s 
' 
theorem has at least one limit point and is unique by the Cauchy property. 
a). implies b). 
Let 1 be a geodesic which cailllot be extended indefinitely. If 
'f is a closed curve, then b) • holds. So we assume that r is not a 
closed curve. If x, is some point on 7 , then there is a number -C 
such that r can be extended to distance (measured from x, along r ) 
less than -r; , but not greater than -,; • 
On ,y , consider a sequence of points .ft,.] whose distances 
from x, along r is given by 7;" (l=l/n). Clearly. I z .. J is Cauchy 
which, by a)o converges to some point Q f- M on 7 , and the distance of 
P, Q along 'f is -,; • r.t t ;t ~ 1 is another Cauchy sequence on T 
., (" -............ 
.. 
'• ~ . 
. .. 
- - ,- .. ·--~ 
- ._.._......_~ .-..-.~ 
'. 
,,: -· -- .:.- . ...,. .. ·-,...... " 
- I --· • ~ 
-----··- . 
. ' 
such that d(~. i~) ~ -r; , then . .f -;t~} , tends to some limit Q • M. 
, ·. {' I I I 1 Now the sequence 1, ;t,,, z, , z,, )(& •0 ., ;(1731 ~,. .... - is also Cauchy which 
I , . 
tends to Q,Q. Thus Q = Q. Since M is without boundary, there is a 
~bld NQ. 
that Nt., 
of Q, and 7 can be continue-d to any point of Na provided 
.,. 
. . ..... - . ., -
is sufficiently small. Therefore r can be extended tor 
points on 7 to a distance greater than ~ a contradiction. 
b). implies c). 
To prove it, va need the following. 
LEMMA • Ir Mis geodesically complete, then any two points can be 
joined by a minimal geodesic. (A geodesic is called minimal if its 
length between its two end points is less ~ban or equal to the length 
r 
ot any other piece-wise smooth path joining its two end points.) 
' 
PROOF1 Let p, q tM with distance d( p,q) = r ~ O. Choose a 
nbld U;, ot diameter £. , such that any two points of U;, can be joined 
by a unique geodesic on M of length less than E.. Let S ,u,., be a 
spherical shell of radius S"' E. about p. Since S is compact, there is 
a point 
' 
on S !or which the distance to q is minimal. We will prove that 
exp; (., II") :I q, 
which implies that the geodesic segment t -.f(t) • exp;,(tv), 0 $ t, r, 
is actually a minimal geodesic from p to q. The proof uses the argument 
that the extended geodesic will eventually pass through q. In tact, !or 
I 
.. -· .. 
·' 
'.•. 
··, ·. 
I • ,1, -r J, we vill prove that 
(12) d( ;Ct),q) = r-t. 
Br pitting r = t, we then have d( r<t). q) = o, so that r(r) a q •. 
• .. ~ '• •. · .,,. -,a•"".1.·.--·.,•.,.., ~ ....... • ....... , ... _ • -- • ..,....,::- :.:;.;.._ ....... "& ...... ('l'°'ll" ....... -·w..,·.,-;f{ 
First, we will show that l; ) is true. Since every path from 
p to q must pass through S, we have 
r 
d(p. ,q) = ~!l- f d(s,p) +1d(s,q) J = S +tl(p. ,q), 
Since P. = r <S ), d(p., ,q) = r-S • which proves(l2;). 
Let t~ = sup f t/d( 7(t),q) = r-t} , 12-e;.) 1S also true, 
since d is a continuous function. If t 0 < r, we will obtain a con-
' S' traction. Let S denote a small spherical shell of radius about 
f(t.), and p~, s'be a point of s' with minimal distance from q. Then 
and there!ore 
(1)) 
, 
J.(rct.J,J)::. t;, f J.(7 tt,,,,s>+Jrr. ;,] 
. = s I.,. J. ( f •' I ' ) • 
-
d(p~,q) a (r-t.) -S', 
we -claim that P.' =J(t. + I'). In fact, 
d(p,p:) _,. d(p,q) - d(p: ,q) = t. +J'. 
........ 
&at a path or precisely t. +/' from p to P,' is obtained by following 
r trom p to r< to ) and then followed by a 111inilllal geodesic from r ( t, ) 
{'···:: 
,I ' 
-K 
'1;1 
r,, 
r--
. . 
. 
... IJ .. _ ...... ,.~--'·-····"·* 
- _-,.._ - -•M - ·-
. -··- --
·.• 
f ' . 
-26 
top~ This broken ·geodesic has a minimal length& it follows that it , 
is a geodesic and therefore, it coincides with r . Thus r<t. +f')=p.', 
··wich reduces (1)) to 
f . 
I 
1 
l 
J12t.'1,t-' .. · .. : 
-! 
a contradiction. Bence the lemma is proved. 
We now return to the proof or b~ implies c). If X i M is bounded 
then there is a -C such that diameter X/-e • Choose a point p t X. 
By geodesic completeness, each point q of X (p) is covered by a geo-
desic joining p and q, of distance, -e. x, x""'s [x /t&M,d(-;lp)~-i 1-= Ml • 
. Wis clearly closed and bounded and therefore compact. Since a closed 
subset or a compact space is compact, Xis compact. So X has a compact 
closure. Hence the whole equivalence statement for completeness is 
complete. ' 
,· 
.> .. 
•. 
.,,. .. -,.:~ 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
'• 
. ~· 
: ' /' • 
CHAPl'ER 
.. ',j_: 
APPLICATIONS or THI CALCULUS or VARIATION TO G!XlDFBICS 
l. The Path Sp&ce ot a Smooth Manifold 
Let M be a smooth arc-vise connected and locally arc-wise con-
nected manifold, and p, q two points of Mo By a smooth path from p to 
q, we mean a map w: LO, l] > M such that: · 
1. there ,exist a subdivision O =t0 ~ t,, ... ~ -C-1, = l ot LO,lJ 
such that lo [ -1:r,, *i-t11 is differentiable or class C _.; 
2. w( o )_ = p and 1.4)(1) :i q. 
The set of all piece-wise smooth paths from p to q will be de-
noted by f1. {M; p,q). -~ 
By a tangent spice ot 1l (M:p,q) at a point uJ will mean the 
vector space consisting of all piece-wise smooth vector fields W along"' 
for which W(O) = 0 and W(l) = 1. The notation willT.fl.,be used for this 
space • 
.. 
2. Jacobian Field and the Index Theorem 
The idea ot a Jacobian field on a Riemannian manifold will be 
tound convenient in the study of the geodesic properties with the rela-
tion of curvatures. 
,, 
' 
' 
I 
~·· I 
. I 
I 
,. 
I 
. 
i 
+-
i 
I 
' I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
. '"i:".,..,,,~.- :,••,-•·. ,., . 
" 
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DlrntITION l. A Tector field J along a geodesic on a Riemann1an 
manifold is called a Jacobian field, if it satisf,ies the Jacobian dif-
ferential equations: 
(l) .. ~: ,. 
• 
~ , (1) is a linear differential equation of the second where V = 
order by using orthonormal parallel vector fields 'P., . · ·, P,. . along 
• 
and letting J(t) = 2f .. c•J-nt11,equation (1) becomes, 
(2) 
• 
• J. .. ,.., ' . . 
~· +2.J aJ~ fJ: o 
1,t~ j•I 
where aj • L1U v,7; J ,'f;. .>. Thus the Jacobian field has 2n linearly 
independent solutions 0 ep,ch of which can be defined throughout M. A 
given Jacobian field J is completely determin~ by its initial condi-
tione1 
()) 
DEFINITION 2. Let p = 'f{a), q =t(b) be two points on the geo-
desic and a.:fb• p and q are conjugate along if there is a non-zero 
Jacobian field J along such that J{a) = J(b) = O. The multiplicity ot 
p and q as conjugate points is equal to the dimension of the vector 
apace consisting all such Jacobian fields. 
\ 
\. 
; 
• .>,I" • .. .~. 
. ', 
\ 
I ) 
•, 
..,----.--, 
DIFIIITION ) •. We define the bilinear aymmetr1o function 
a, tollovsa tor any two given vector tielda, W,, Wa • TfJ.r, choose 
a 2-parameter 1'1.riation 
o( I U JI £ 0,1 J ----> H 
a . ' U. be1D1 a nbld of (0,0) ~ti> , so: that 
A 
ol(e,•;t). 7(t) , kl,{t} :s ~;~ (o.•;t} , W.(t)• ~,{o,•;t) 
Define 
· E,,,.( w, , w.) -:a 1·, ( d( a,, uJ) c •• •) . 
ti u, ') tla 
where J(.,,~.)e a(1111;;;J, t=r(~), b = r(,,, d(u,,J(.Jt),J"""~d 
E a fl (M; p,q) ~ R is defiJied bJ 
r;(I#) = £' J4i-1(Jt 
being a piece-wise smooth path joining p and q. 
We need to prove that E1 " is well defined. 
Let ex i (- E , l ) --)Jl(M; p,q) be a variation ot "" (keeping 
p,q fixed, that is ~1 = O for t = 0,1), and Wt = Joi 
u~ 1 3M 
,I 
(0,t) be the 
• 
associated variation field~ Furthermore, let 
1/ JtA A p Jw ,I 1/ 
Vt • tf. t I 11t a -;a 7( ' 4- V • V~ - 14.. • 
Since W is piece-wise smooth, .a,. V = 0 for all but a finite number or 
values ot t • 
.. 
' 
' .. ' 
f 
! 
I . 
l ... 
' 
.,l 
( 
., 
\' 
... 
THEOREM 1. 
4>. ::k JE(.1;:, l•J ::·i,'- '4,At-11> -f. 1"~.A,>tll. 
PROOF1 From lemma 2 (section 2, Chapter 2) 
and therefore 
ait since 
\ 
Choose O = t " . . . 4 t1 = l so that al is dii'f erentiable on each strip 
. " , 
C• e, t:) "'[.f~, -f:;J.Then the identity 
baplies 
d ~ ?cl.. ',Joi > = < 7) )ti. Jol > .,. " ~ 2 t1ol ' 1t' JJA' 7l ;it °ii' X t1• ';Jt il' 
Adding the corresponding tormlas tor 1 • 1, 2, .. • k, and since 2f!. • tJ ;J•-
tor t • O, or 1 we have 
' • J 
.... 
1 • 
/ 
. ~~-: . ..!~~ir-1:'t!iSWi:!9i{~·r,.:=:t•.::.:~~~.:..:..,;~ ... __ , ~~;,;:,.1......,-......... :0--,,,-_ .... _........,. .... - .... _r.i....-...... __,,,.~_-... .-..---·..:.. ~.,.......,:.__,__ ~* ; ilill/W ~,.~,;---~ ·· ... t ... ~l'tl,L 
·--- .... - . 
• 
Setting u • 0 •• thus obtain the desired formula (4) • 
The function Eu L-JLt-..k/1,.) is a well defined1 
):>ilinearlb§,Yilllnetric function of w1 and w2• 
- I• • 
'1 I .: ~,3 ;,,t, ,-• 
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. . -··· ·---··--.. ·-~-
, 
. • 
', I 
Y.· 
j' 
t', 
( 
:~ 
• -~ 
PROOF1 By definition E,; is clearly symmetric. To prove the 
vell-detini teness by Theorem 1, we have 
10 that 
(S) 
' 
• ~ P.~ ,:!!. ~>olt-
;; "' ""~ at t1/, • 
, 
Put. V II ..!!!. . Now since r = ;; ( 'I I > is an unbroken goedesic, we tlt 
have 
so that the first and the third term of (5) vanish. B,y rearranging 
the aeoond term, equation (5) is· reduced to 
.. 
(6) 
,; 
.'.tiiz·'' ·.·: . 
. \ 
: . ., \ . ---· 
' 
,· 
··~.i. • _,...1l'."O ' .· """---~~ j 
Sina• 
We baT8 
,, \ ·· .. ·:-
. 
" 
(?) 
' . 
Substitution of (?) in (6) thus gives 
I 
E.,( w,, "1..):, -~~ i.~(t) 1.dt ~> 1" • ~l'fl., ~- f~ (II,~.)~ >Jt 1 
which completes the proof. 
The index J, of the function E,,,1 s r.J2,,"' T Qr-+ 1? is 
defined to be the maxllllllJ!l dimension or a subspace o:f' Tflr on which 
E#, is negative definite. 
We will state the Index Theorem of Morse without proof as tol-
lova1 
THEOREM 3. (The Index Theorem). The Index ). of Eu is Equal 
. t2 the Nulllber of PQip;t:s of 'f ( t) with O " t < 1, . 
• 
Such that 7 (t). is Conjugate to y (0) Along;' : Each 
f::· 
Such Conjugate Point Being Counted with its Y..ulti-
plicity. · Thus the Index is Always Finite •. 
J. 
• 
' . -.· 
:~ 
j 
' 
• 
~. 
3. CW-Complex or Whitehead 
Since simplical subdivision is a tedious operation 1n the de-
termination of the homolog and homotopy theory, we introduce a new 
notion to that- of .... cell-;J,eomplex. -··· ·· ··- · -- -
' 
DEFINITION 1. A cell complex K is a Hausdorff space which is 
the union of disjoint cells e" • The closure e 111 of the cell e 1l9 is 
;; '2, I, 
the image of an n-ball B , ( 't, -,. . .. 1- Y;, fE l), under the map: 
ta (B", S ,,_, ) (IC, K "1 ) 
such that f /(B• - S .-, ) is a homeomorphism onto e", where K ,,_, is 
the point set union of the cells whose dimension does not exceed n-1. 
Intuitively, l" is obtained by attaching to ..e.., the 1rnage of f/5"' 94• 
, 
Notice that this definition is consistent with the---topology or 
K. In fact, since B" 
_,. 
is compact and K is Hausdorff, R is certainly 
a closed set. 
For otherwise 
.,.. -11 
Moreover, there can be no closed set F satisfying .e ", r i e . 
which is impossible, since B.. is the closure of f "- S..; . 
-
DEFINITION 2. A subcomplex L or K is the union or certain cells 
of K such that 1! e" ~ L • then e ., s L • A cell complex is closure 
" _ .. finite if, for each € , (J is contained in a finite eubcomplex • 
• 
' :,,i 
---C..~I 
' 
I 
-· ' 
-
) 
~ 
' 
; . 
'I 
,· 
DEFINITION 3. A cell complex K has the weak topology, it a 
~bset X of K is closed provided. that ;,{,, i., is closed tor each cell 
" e ot the complex. 
. . 
DEFINITION 4. It 1C is closure finite and ba:s th& weak topoloa 
it is called a CW~complex. The dimension of K is the least upper 
bound (perhaps .a ) ot the dimensions or its cells. 
' 
Ex.ample: S 11: e e LI 8.,. The n-sphere may be decomposed into two 
cells, an 0-cell e • and an n-cell e:· i i .,:a s- . Thus in the three 
dimensional sphere if one deletes a point from the sphere, by choosing 
any 'point q and tangent to it a circular disk, one can construct a map 
.. . 
ta (B , S ) I ( s' p) . 
. ,. 
,, 
bf.· mapping the radius from q on the B ~ to the geodesic through q on 
A 
the sphe~e in the direction of that radius. Clearly r/(B& .s') is a 
homeomorphism on s'-(p), and f(S')= p. 
We now give the loop space Jl • fJ. (M;p,q) the metric topology 
as tollows1 
Let f denote the topological metric on M coming from the Rie-
, 
mannian metric. Given w , "' '1,- .2 w1 th arc length S ( t) , S ( t) re-
spectively, define the distance 
·./ 
\: 
'···-~:· ,L,...., 
t • 
• 
•: ': 
••• 
( 
DIPIRITION S. Given o ,-0, let fl• denote the set b.,( e, cJ S /1 
• 
where .. 
E=E 1 a n. 
• 
is the energy function. 
Our next objective is to relate certain spaces which bear the 
same homotopy type with a certain CW- complex. 
DEFINITION 6. Let X, Y be topological spaces and 
f I 
g I 
X 
I 
) 
:> 
Y, 
I 
, 
be such that gfs. X ~> X, and fg: Y r.. Y, are both homotopic to the 
appropriate identities. Then we say that X and Y are of the same homo-
type, and f, g are called homotopy equivalences. 
Let X be a topology space, and 'X. ~ ;(, £ •• f 'X~ £ .•• be subspaces • 
We wish to know how the homotopy type or Xis related ~o those of x1• 
·' 
The following notation is convenient. Let 
X.;. ::: X. oi [o, ,] lJ X, Ji C ,, aJ lJ •• • , 
be the intinite union with the relative topology ot· X 1' R. 
DEFINITION 7. I is said to be the homotopy direct limit or the 
aequencea fx1}, it the projection map 
p I X.,. X 
/ 
'· 
p ... •' 
"i•. 
:.~·, 
. '• 
, .. 1 I 
'· 
•• 
;.:,.,.,· 
..... 
) ' .r ----------=- . 
0 
defined. bJ p(x,.-) = x, is a homotopy equivalence. . . 
·, 
We shall need the following. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that X and Y are the homotopy direct limits 
or%. _ ,: !U and re spec ti vel o Let f: X ;. Y 
'be a map which . s.~~r:lesee ~e?Ch ,.t~ :into ir.-=--~Y a homo- '· 
topY equivalence. Then f itself'is a homotopy equiva-
lence. 
With this Theorem in hand, we can prove the 
I 
THEOREM 2. (Fundamental Theorem of Morse). Let M'be a complete 
Riemannian manifold 8 and Es q (; M t,-10 points t·1hich 
are not conj~gate p.l~l)g .anz goedesic. 'l):len fJ ~¥;p,g) 
has the homotopy type of a countable C'~-complex which 
~ I 
conta+ns one cell of dimension .1 for each ~eodesic 
from p to.,g_of ,index l. 
PROOF& Since the non-degenerate critical points of the energy 
function B are isolated, one can choose (J,, 4' fl, " .... 4' IJ~, .• of real 
• numbers, which are not critical values of E, such that the interval 
(~. ti.:) contains precisely one critical point. Consider the se-
quence ..f J2 tilo , fl 0,, , . . } where each f21i; has the homotopy type or 
na;..,with a finite number or cells attached: - one cell for each geo-
•/ 
desic of index J, in E( /j,-,, ti.; ). One can construct a sequences ot 
homotopy equivalences: 
---, . [2 ,. ---· (2 ' • ~ •• 
i 
. .,. )(, 
.. 
- ' 
' I 
-- . 
. . ~---- ·-··-
---
•, ·. 1,: ... • 
. - _---,--_"': .... 
rl , I 
,· 
·,. 
.~ . Since ll * LJ {2~; and K • lJ K; are homotow direct limits, it_ 
follows that the direct limit mapping ta fl • K is a homotopt 
~uivalenae • 
. ·' 
·,. 
,., ... --:· ···-:--·-:-.. ~ ~ -~ - - ., 
·' 
4. Some Relations Between Curvatures and Geodesics 
\ 
. 
The object of this section is to find general conditions on a 
Reimannian manifold M so that any two points on ~1 can be joined by a 
unique geodesic. In particular for surfaces 1n the 3..d Euclidean 
apace, we have the following. 
/ 
THEOREM 1. Ir S is or a negative Gaussian .curvature, then the_ 
geodesic between any two points on S is minim~l and 
is unique. 
PROOF1 Let the parametric u-curves be the geodesic normal to 
the given geodesic AB, and the v-curves the orthogonal trajectories of 
the u-curves. Then the linear element of the surface becomes 
a £ 1 • • ds = du + A. dv , 
where l (•,.,.) a 1, l.,(O,v) • o, the subscript 1 indicating the partial 
derivative with respect to u. The Gaussian curvature of the surface is 
therefore given by K = - .l. /;L , so that l., :11 .. J.J< • Expanding .l in 
. 
power series 1n u, we have 
l{11,tl"}::a J•K(.J.«11,-1{,(•)"~~ ~•(M+). 
.c;: ' 
-, . 
. ---·-· 
I 
.~ 
\ 
.... 
.... ·, 
'. 
. 
I 
/ 
,./ 
•· 
I 
I 
. i 
• 
. ·····r 
. . 
I ' 
Let APB be a neighboring curve or AB through AB. Then APB will 
be ot the form u ~ ~(v)o and u t"'1ill be ver-y small, since the equation 
ot AB ii u • O. The length of APB t~ill be B 1J .. , J.: 
L : (t/1.,,~)*J.,,.. . [ I+ f~•"f a; f J{,f1 ]~ Jv. 
II . . ,- A 
. . 
where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to argument v. 
Assuming that the curve is smooth,-so that~· is finite. Br letting 
i 
a be the length ot the geodesic AB, we then have 
[j 
J..- S ::a :;i [ f'• .. K 1''• f }(, f 1 + o{ tf, 9) J J 1r 
A 
--··· .~. . ........ , .. , ..... ,.•J··· 
...... ~ . 
.. ;_.:.-.. 
. ~• ] 
Since u • -(v) is sufficiently small, we can neglect the terms '7')(,f ,,(.pt). 
'l'bua 
~ 
J.- .r :a ;f (1>'J. . J( f.} ,l tr. 
,4 
, 
Since we assume that K ~ O, we have L-a '>O, or L>a. Bence the length 
ot AB is minimal. 
To prove that the minimal geodesics are unique, we need to study 
the following Jacobian differential equation 
tl 1..J; -' 7:. ~J(r = tJ 
where~ =.Lf.r , defining a Jacobian vector field P along the geodesic 
AB; here we do not require that K < O •. 
Consider the solution of the differential equation (1), which 
vanishes at A, and suppose that this solution again vanishes at a point 
A1 of the geodesic, while maintaining a constant sign (positive strictly 
.. 
• 
i · .. 
. I 
j . 
I \' 
I 
' 
f 
1 I -
t 
I 
I 
I 
! 
. '. -~~- -~·· 
·-·--. 
i 
.. _,, . 
. { 
. • 
,i, 
or negati'fe strictly) on the segment AA, Then all the geodesics whiah 
leave A in the direction infinitesimally near to the direction of AB 
. will intersect AB again at the point A1 or W1n1tes1ma11.y near A1 • 
Thua we haTe 
THEOREM 2. If B lies between A and A, 1 then the geodesic seg-. 
ment AB is shorter than any neighbgring,9urve! 
Joining A and B; the point A. is a geodesic con-
jugate point of A along the geodesic AB •. 
We will prove the following . \_ 
THEOREM J• Suppose that K" 0 for all points on S, then no two 
points of 5 are conjugate along ~nl geodesic. 
PROOF1 On S if ,there are two points A and B which are conjugate 
... 
along a geodesie, then there exist a non-zero Jacoqian vector field p 
\ 
' 
, / 
I 
along the geodesic satisfying equation (1) and 
(2) p(A) • p(B) = .0, 
()) 
and therefore (l) implies 
-.J· 
,(4) 
From (4) and the assumption that I< 0, it follows that 
,.• •·." 
; ... 
'• 
" . 
' ,, 
,, 
, 
' . 
'. I , ".;~ -..., 
. p 
• / 
.. 
(S) 
Therefore, '. 
. .. i; t, =- 4(.,fo > +1'41:u ~" 
or, -l ~ -9. , f > is mo~otone increasing, and strictly it J,, 1 ~ 
From (2) we see that i..r/J.. 1 > vanishes at both points A and B, 
. qu, r 
and therefore Dlllst be identicall1 zero~ Thus f 1::: J" = 0 at A. 
Thus p is identically zero or 1 ; O, which implies that dss = d; or 
s = u + constant.. Therefore 5 is a degenerate surface, which is impos .. 
aibl,. Therefore S has no conjugate points. 
-
This also gives an alternative proof that a surface with nega-
tive Gaussian curvature has the property that the geodesic joining any 
two of its points is a ~inimal geodesic. We will prove later that this 
min1rnal geodesic is also unique. 
In order to prove the converse of Theorem 2, we need the 
LErJ.IA 1. Let A(x1 ,/, ) B(xA ,y• ) be two fixed points. Suppose that in 
a plane there exists a curve 7 = y(x) having A,. B as end points, and .. 
_/ __ / 
/ 
a discontinuity of slope at x:J , X,, -1, 11 " i.a , and suppose that 
t.. 
J• f(x,y,y 1 )dx 
~ 
admits an extremal. Let f./ = f!~ f '( r1 -,. f), j~ = f :~ y'( 'XJ- I> 1 J', 0 
Then J 1 _ d ' = 0 at points where the slopes or y = y(x) is con• 
tinUOUS and f • -f. at X :: X1 • J t/'- ·1' J ,7 
PROOF1 The variation ot the integral J tl'ler the curves 7, r+S'}(x), 
•e 
where '1}&,r O, C 'f}(-1,.)• o, is given by 
·, .. ~ 
\ ,~· ·-·· ~-1 ,,.,.,,;-- ·-·. - :- ••• ;·•·- ... ,.. I • i-·· 1. 
• 
. I 
. . -~·-·-· ·-· ~-- .. 
.. 
• 
• .·11 
I .. ., 
., ·, 
. .... -. 
' a'; .J . . 
In order that J(y) be eictremalo J(O) = 0, which implies that 
0 
I •'. 
Thua which prove the lemma. ~ 
THEOREM 4. In order that the geodesic distance AB be a shor!: 
' 
est distance among the neighgoring curves! 1~
0
is, 
necessary that B lies within the 9on,tg.gate point Al 
.. ot A, 
PROOF1 Recall that if one choose a system or parametric curves 
on a surface, such that the u-curves be normal AB and the v curves the 
orthogonal trajectories of the u-curves, then the geodesic distances ·· 
of AB is minimal provided that 
(B 
f ls)= i ( M~- K 11• ) J,,. ;;, o 
,i 
Now it ft() ~ D tor all u, then u=O must make the integral to be mini-
mal. 
(6) 
The Euler Fquation of the above integral is 
I/ 
u+Ku=O 
which is the Jacobian equation. 
Assume now that the-geodesic distance AB still gives the shortest 
distance with B ~ing beyond A,, that is f '( SJ f O. By hypothesis there 
· 1s a solution of the differential equation (and therefor·e of Aller' s 
equat~on), which vanisl1es at A., and has next non-zero at A8 o If u=¢{v), 
1s such a solution, then so is u= if>(v) tor arbitrary constant ~ • 
., 
.. , 
; . ~ 
~----. 1·- . 
• 
·- -. ·, 
.. 
. . 
. ; .r,,. .. . . ,,., Rext· define a new function ·u, whicb. coincides with u • ~(v) 
from l to "-, and is identically zero from A, to B • The next step 11 
to show that rt. is a solution or the problem given r·cs) an extremal>-, 
value except that Uhas a discontinuity of slope at A,, (that is a 
comer solution). Since 
- t ' 
. . . •.. "~~ J.,,. : ~",] .. 
. ~ - A 
A, 
"?J,,. 
where u • ~(v),from (6) it follows that 
4 
(-;;/'.}{A) J, : (1l- I{" 1J,, :: • 
A A 
=-
'it satisfies the condition f1C.s) = O, and can be chosen so near to the 
curve u = 0 as we please, since l, is arbitrary. Thus u = 0 gives /fr)· 
its m1n1mal value and u must be a corner solution of the problem of 
finding a minimum for ft.sJ • By the a.bout lemma, we therefore have 
. I I u+ = u. = O, which is impossible 0 since there is no non-trivial solu-
,t 
tion of the equation u +Ku= 0 vanishing simultaneously with its 
der1Tatives. Hence we obtain a contradiction. 
It was mentioned 1n theorem l that if a simply connected two 
dimensional surface S with negative Gaussian curvature everywhere then 
the geodesic joining any two points of S is unique. In order to ex-
tend this result to the general Riemannian manifolds, we need the fol-
lowing two lemmas. 
LEMMA 2. It A, B are two orthogonal unit tangent vectors at P on a 
Riemannian manifold, then < R(A,B)A,B > 
curvature of the surface 
/C b. ._:_ .--- ~/· 
.. 
,, 
. ( ' 
__ ....... _. 
•11.. ... 
•· 
-· ~ . 
I . 
• 
-I 
~:, ..... .. .,.._~·-. I -r -- . . -.._ A,;;_:..,·".'·~·.r,.~'9: ... V 
, 
t . 
' 
'1 
• . 
' ( 
J 
I 
•• ' I 
-··-~ . ·--- - ,, ._._ _____ ~-·---- --- -
....... . ' 
' . 
,.~~ .. , ' 
' ·"---· -4.J .. ------ -- . ·---, ---
(u, , u.,) 
----, expf (u, A + u.,B) 
.. 
1pann.ed by the geodesics through P with velocity vectors 1n the sub-
apace spanned by A and B • 
• '· ~ ....... J'"•·. 
The proof -is omitted, since it can be .found 1n most text books 
--.. ot _ differential geometey. 
LEMY.tA ). Suppose that ~ R(A B) A, B > ~ O tor every pair or tangent 
vectors A, B at every point P of the Riemannian manifold M. Then no two 
points of ~ are conjugate along any geodesic. 
PROOF& Let r be a geodesic with l/: * ; and J the Jacobian 
t1eld along'( • 'lben 
from which follows 
. ..? 
2- . 
';~ .T) + {;I1i-J{'~o . 
Thus "~, 3' ') is monotonic increasing and strictly if' !jf:; o 
Suppose J = 0 at t = 0 and t = t.;, o. Then L ?Ji.,7 ) = 0 
;,-- ~ 
at t = 0 and t = t,. > O. Since ~ ~1,iT ) is monotonic O we have ~ ~' ;r .>. () 
tor t t: Co, t 0 ] and therefore J ~ 0 for t , !. :,1 -t.] , which means that 
there does not exist a non-zero Jacobian tield along an, geodesic. 
Bence the lemma is proved. 
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TB$)RIM ~-. Suppo~e that M 1s a simply connected complet~_Rie-0 
mannian manifold and that the sectional curvature 
.: - =-
i 
.,._.._~--. ..... . ............... _;_ ....,.. __ 
vectors As 13 ?t p .~1 is, =11on.-positiv~~rn Then . anx two 
. ...,, ••. ·~r - . , ,~.,.~ ..,... ••-~ .. ,1,..;.·.'r..·;-• 
• _·•·· -···,,. __ · -
· •. 4 .. ,. ... • ···-·---- ·-· ••• 
> 
j~ 
. r, 
• 
. ··- ··- .... 
~-
,, 
···-····· 
.• 
.. . ----.. ·- -· .. _
___ ·--· 
. . t-
' ........ _. "l 
•• 
··--
=·/·: 
points or M are joine? by a Wligue goedesic, . 
PR0011 Br Lemma ) on M there are no conjugate points, and there-
fore from the index theorem (section 2 ~ Chapter J) that every geodesic 
~ l- -· •. ·;. 
from any point P to any point Q has index zero. Thus by the Fundamen .. 
. 
tal Theorem of Morse (section 3), the path space fJ. (M;P,Q) has homo-
-
topy type ot a 0-dimensional CW-complex with one vertex for each geodesic. 
Since M is simply connected, any two curves in -fl (M;P,Q) can be 
defonned continuously over M to one another. S o that the space fl (M;P,Q) 
is connected. Since J2. (M;P,Q) is a z~ro dimensional C'l-complex, 
J2(M;P,Q) consist or a single point, and hence on M there is precisely 
one geodesic from P to Q. 
COROLLARY. A two dimensional complete, sim;ely connected surface, 
with non-positive Gaussian curvature has only one geodesic joining any 
two :of its points. 
PROOF, In the two dimensional surface, the sectional curvature 
' 
1a equal to the Gaussian curvature •. 
Examples The paraboloid z = x• -7• 1n ordinary &lcl1dean space 
1a one sheet, and has the Gaussian curvature K ~ O; it is also complete. 
Hence the geodesic joining an7 two ot its points 1s unique. 
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